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| In his article | on the Warren Report and its eritics in your Nevesber 
issue, Jacob Cohen invokes the testimony of Seeret Service agent William 
Greer among his "proofs" of tbe existence of a smell ballet entry wound 
in the bask of the President's head, He quotes & passage of Gres 
testimony without cuppiyine acitations Let me supply 3% for hims 2H 197. 
A reading of that page makes it quite clear that it was the back wound thigt 
was unier discussion and only the back wound; the words "or back of the head" 
seen to be nothing more than a stenocrapherts mistake Bet on the very next 
page of the ame volume (2H 128) we find this passage of testimony: 

or hole of any sort BS; eater Did rhioee observe any other opening 
tn ‘the bead Ate ely 

Specifically 4 we a tole which would be 
“the large aren of skull which was | absent? 

No, sir; I Hants 

snall entrance bask of | heed? waa 4 aly Por coke 1 te 
explain whether he i8 & careless stuient of the testimony oF wether, in qoobis 
the passage of Greets testimony that he quoted, he was seelcin ra 

7 © testimony of Kellerman; he neglects to aay that 
Kellerman described the wound as ektuaed in the hairline (the schematic : 
drawings, Commission Exhibi and 368 in your Figures ih and 3B place it 
‘considerably higher} to the ‘ight of the ear (2H 81). Taking 1 dteral 
that would plaee the smal: wouxd in the sideburn or above the | , 
Since the testimony is, ‘at beat, ambiguous , Cohen ni ght at least have qualifiec 
his claim that Kellerman referred to a small hole at the base of the skulle 

Is the Sibert~O'Neill report to be considered as evidence of a smal 
wound in batk of the hemi, as Cohen suggests? He quotes a sentenee fram their 
weport dealing with x-rays purporting to show the path of disintegrated fragments 

$ careful silence on the really sal podcast, 
nowhere in the Sibert-O! Neill report is there any mention of a gna bullet wound 
in the back of the head, 

Singular, is it not, that if such a small wound of entry existed, the 
two FET agents rely on x-rays, but make no reference to the actual wend 
to intde that the missile entered the back of the skull. 



head closely. “What ‘of egent C i 1] * te wae call. in aap ee 
the wounds? . Hill (like Sibert and a OtnetaS) does not mention the existence of 2 
gnell, wound in the back of the head, x noe doax counsel Specter ask about ite 

on the notorious mrellability of eyewitnesses, — 

not try to fall bauk on such a facile and evasive 

let him explain how it is that in the dete 
te the = 

the 

et autopsy diagram of the damage 
1 (CE 397 on page 6 of Volume Wit) there | is no nail bullst weted . 

er autor om (your Figure 5)y Cohen puts formar 
} theory of hon the wound that should have been dlagraasad 

a dot 4e or near “the neck was inserted iderably Lower’. Tadeed the the 
may heave seemed to have a degree of plansibil: Ly, «Bot theories have new been 

 gutstripped by events: ing to | tha New York Times Sa the woot Drs sewel) 
now States that he made a ¢ iss orem 4 forewe dot tha Rigs ced ‘the the wound 4 : 
(He would have been more careful had he known that 
piblie record, he sz se) mae 
offered ° us ty the resourt 

taken" ; 4 scaral agents, mith tre position of the 
clothing holes, and with the Chote marie on the bak” of the stand~in for the 
President in the reenactment of 5/2i1/6h—— arked, apcore } avren Report 
CAR bE "ab the point where the bullet entered." Coben, like Boswell, antes 

é by the position af the dot but by ¢ the mea age rements weitten | 
in the mereln Cu cme" abs)» But he fails to abknowledge nce SuT eine ry 
in the margin axe. oe only for that en 
diagram (and in a different hendwrit: 

Arguing a against a shot from the grassy knoll, Cohen pointe out that 
photographs of + onlooke: 's standing with their backs to the knoll, about three 
seconds after Kennedy firet shot, show them looking straight ebead hed 
back toward an explosion. Haen?t he seen photographs of onlookers at 
position who threw themselves to the ground, to shield a ehild or childs 
with their bedi es-~"apparentiy the bullets had whiased directly over “their 
heads," said a story in the Dallas Morning News of 11/23/63 (ps 3). 

The Coun’ igsion's : friends have a hard row to hoe; perhaps that is why 
they try constantly te shirt the oms to the critics, denanding that ‘they 
construct a better hypothesis than the Comnissi 
confused, contradictory, uncertain, and uxknowm "evidence," It is a measure 
of their desperation and inability to rescue the Comission that they seer 
to foster an illusion of parity between the Commission and its critics. The 
real situation is stated succinctly in a letter to the editor of the 
Saturday Review of 11/19/66: 

One must have a clear idea of the role of the Warren Report 
critic, The critic is permitted to select facts, because if 
only one fact contradicts the feport on one of its conclusions,



the whole Report is cast into doubt, Thug anyone who has 
found sons legitimate complaint about the accuracy of the 
Report | oe erves to be heard. Only until every critic is auowered on every point can the Warren Report be judged 

Another letter in the Same iseue saya, 

Mr, Fein would have us believe that, ever onsiderad, 
the inadequacies of the eritics and’ those of the Commis sion | cancel out in a strange equation where the eritias are left with nothing and the Commission comes out with a compel Ling 
reasonable credibly. . 

: | isticated thon those’ of + the 
¢ thie 3 sore de ‘Bpeak out in its owm defense 

y xO; ‘uting with fasta the charges ¢ of the , critics, but they will not do. The spokesaen for the Warren Report have not sueceeded in rehabilitating 
documents and those who were not taken in by the original 

indi guities to the facts certainly Will not be seduced by the nisreproe+ sentation of @vidence, the facile impro isations, and the psewlo~logic of the Coheas Nor pd the smears and innuendo , WLBecracks and demogoguery to which some of the Comat ge Lont s friemis resorh in an effort to divert attention from the } bankr iptcy of their ergumenta, — 

7
 

I bave limited myself to commenting only on a few of Jacob Cohen's claims, since one of my porta has already written a massive and ‘devastating rebuttal, disp , 

New York, Ne, Tooth 

ecr Jacob Cohen 
Curtis Crawford 
Peter Kihes 
Vinoent, Salandria 
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